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The challenge:  move towards
more holistic thinking and focus
on the life cycle performance



The four hierarchical stages of eco-design and innovation:

Improvement and redesign of productsImprovement and redesign of products: often not enough improvements through techs 
(with existing products)
Function and systems innovationFunction and systems innovation: major changes in the lifestyles and infrastructure 
(with the key role of industrial designers)

Perform enviro-metrics of the current solutions to develop alternatives, while strategies force 
critical analysis of the product, the underlying needs, the way they are fulfilled, and generate 
innovative concepts

E.g. the automotive technological system:

   Social structure (e.g. urban, work & service dispersion) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The infrastructures:  roads, fuels 

The vehicle: life cycle 

The car subsystem 
 (e.g. the engine) 

1.- Product improvement of specific aspects:
i.e. fuel economic engines or catalytic convertersfuel economic engines or catalytic converters

2.- Redesign product environmental-profile as a whole:
i.e. reducing the weight, material diversity or ease reducing the weight, material diversity or ease 
disassembly at the end of its useful lifedisassembly at the end of its useful life

3.- Function fulfillment of transport needs in a different way:
i.e. hybrid cars or integrating distinct transport modeshybrid cars or integrating distinct transport modes

4.- Sustainable mobility systems innovation:
i.e. rethink the whole concept with new infrastructures, rethink the whole concept with new infrastructures, 
working at home or more versatile public transport

MJ/passenger·km

Private Public

Madrid 2,71      0,71

Barcelona 2,25      0,37

MJ/MJ/passenger·kmpassenger·km

Private Public

Madrid 2,71      0,712,71      0,71

Barcelona 2,25      0,372,25      0,37working at home or more versatile public transport



Improvement and redesign of vehicles
Nearly all vehicles run with oil fuelsoil fuels, where the gasoline autos are less contaminant but the 
diesel engines are better in energy efficiency (less fuel consumption per km)

Main concerns are related to GHGs and air quality; modern carsmodern cars are considerably more fuel 
efficient and less contaminant than in the past (90%), while new regulations and increases 
of the fuel prices address to further improvements in a near future:

Some of the new E.U. targets for the road vehicles during the next years are:

Reduction of emissions from 163 gCO2 /km (current avg.) to 140 (by 2008) and less than 130 (by 2012)

Zero emissions of SOx with new processes in refineries     (by 2009)

Substitution of 20% petrol with alternative fuels               (by 2020) 

Significant improvements to the automobile have been made in terms of fuel consumption and toxic 
emissions, while increasing attention is directed towards recycling strategies for end-of-life vehicles 

E.g.E.g. better injection, lean engines (A/F>14,6), recirculation of exhaust, increase the number of gears, 
new motors with compressor and turbos, `stop and go´ systems for traffic jams

Substitution of metals, material reduction and recycle contribute to environmental profiles of vehicles 

Other improvements are aerodynamics, recuperative systems in motor and braking and `low rolling 
resistance´ tyres, with silicate which decreases wheel energy losses (reducing fuel consumption)

Control measures for gasoline and diesel exhausts include sensors, catalysts and cartridge filters 
(to reduce 90% of fine carbon particulates)



Moreover, there is much debate surrounding the future potential contributions of alternative 
fuels and propulsion technologies such as hybrid and fuel-cell vehicles:

Alternative fuelsAlternative fuels derived from bioethanol or vegetal oils in conventional, adapted or dual-carburant 
motors are cheaper and cleaner, as well as the LPGs and natural gas vehicles (e.g. < 0,9 €/kgCNG)

Hybrid carsHybrid cars, which duplicate the motor and storage systems (electrical and explosion) are more 
expensive but reduce the urban pollution and CO2 (with good road performance); electrical vehicles 
with Li-ion batteries or solar prototypes with gallium cells are also in the stands

The `Fuel Cell VehicleFuel Cell Vehicle´ vs ICVs is the best solution to minimize all environmental impacts, specially 
if the hydrogen can be produced from renewables (hydro, photovoltaic, etc)

Fuel.cell vehicle in California
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of different propulsion systems

Ethanol bus in Stockholm

Hybrid bus in London



Hydrocarbon fuels

Carbon:   C + O2 = CO2 + 404 kJ  {∆Σ(∆Hfº)} (109 g/MJ)
Octane:   1/8 C8H18 + (1+9/16)O2 = CO2 + 9/8 H2O+ 634 kJ ( 69 g/MJ)
Methane:   CH4 + 2 O2 = CO2 + 2 H2O + 802 kJ ( 55 g/MJ)
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Table.- Energy density of common automotive fuels at various 
states, based on lower heating values

(a) Methane usually makes up from 80% to 99% of the natural gas in volume. 
The balance is composed of varying amounts of methane, ethane (2.7–4.6%), 
and gases like carbon dioxide (1–5%), nitrogen (0.1–15%), He, Ar, hydrogen, 
carbon monoxide, and sometimes hydrogen sulphide (<5ppm on a mass basis)
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Fig. 1. CO2 formation in kg CO2 per GJ fuel by a complete conversion of basic hydrocarbons by carbon number. Note: the environmental impact of the fuels of fig. 
per produced energy service results from multiplying the amount of emission with the inverse thermal efficiency of the actual technology used for the conversion.

Fig. 2. CO2 emission by carbon number per kg fuel formed in anyone process that fully converts the fuel versus carbon number. A zero emission associated with 
pure hydrogen is reckoned at the tail end only. A substantial reduction is further achievable by mixing natural gas and hydrogen (hytane).



Diesel turbo engines

They are faster and consume less fuel than gasoline autos, 
but new emission rules would increase costs by converting 
them nearly  in `chemical plants´ to clean exhaust gases

Diesel mechanics continue evolving to design propulsions of 
more power, with less consumption and noise;
nowadays, the 08-CDi turbo-diesel of the new `Smart model´ 
consume only 3,3 l and emits 88 g/km of CO2

Though emitting less CO2, they produce NOx and particulates, 
which require new drives and catalytic devices for NOxNOx (EU-5), 
as well as filters to reduce 90%90% particles by burning at 500ºC
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Reduction in road transport smog emissions (UE)
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Exhaust catalysts in vehicles

Main problem in catalyst development are variable
conditions in motors, to reach high conversion and
selectivities (as compared with other chemical and
refinery processes)

The `Three way catalysts´ eliminate CO, HCs and NOx from cars exhaust (by NSCR) in stoichiometric
A/F conditions (λ=1), which are transformated in CO2, H2O and N2 (ceramics impregnated with metals)

For lean engines (λ>1) the alternative are NSR catalysts which operate in cycles of NOx storage in the 
surface (as nitrite and nitrate) and short rich-fuel stages (with NOx reduction and catalyst regeneration); 
by formulations which incorporate the double function: oxidation of metal and accumulative capacity of 
alkaline component, dispersed on a porous monolithic support (e.g. Pt/Ba/Al2O3) 

Ing. Quím. nº: 440 
Octubre 2006 
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Life cycle analysis of catalysts and vehicles

 
A car exhaust catalyst performs admirably in terms of environmental impacts if it´s regarded only in its usage phase; the releases of
CO, VOC and NOx has fallen dramatically since catalytic exhausts were made mandatory in the EU (1993); because this technology
requires unleaded fuel, this also put an end to lead pollution from this source. 
 
If the entire life-cycle is considered, production of every 3- way catalyst requires 5 g of Pt and 15 g of Pd, and for every gram of these metals,
300 kg of ore is mined; the market leader in precious metals is in the Siberian industrial town of Norilsk, one of the world´s largest polluter
complexes (the SO2 emissions are estimated at 2,8 Mt/yr, about as much as Germany´s entire releases; a permanent blanket of SO2, NOx, CO,
phenol and chlorine covers the area, the town itself is devoid of trees and more than 4000 km2 of forests are affected; finally, the average life
expectancy of the male inhabitants of the town is only 49 years). 
 
On the other hand, the efficiency of a car engine is strongly related to its compression ratio, and after the introduction of electronic injection
systems in the 1980s values of 1:9,5 became normal with octane 98 leaded petrol; for proper functioning, however, car exhaust catalysts require
octane 95 unleaded petrol and the compression had to be reduced to 1:8 (which caused fuel consumption to rise). 
 
Hence, a choice was made between using less fuel per km but emitting a higher percentage of exhaust products (i.e. engine without catalyst) and
a higher level of fuel consumption but `cleaner´ exhaust gases (i.e. with catalyst); the latter option was chosen, though this choice is not obvious
as the consumption of fossil fuels and the related emissions of CO2 are higher. 
 
 

Engine without catalyst Car exhaust catalyst 
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LCA forces to view the entire system life-cycle, ensuring that important environmental problems are not overlooked; 
example shows the importance of its two main functions: determining environmental impacts and comparing different products. 
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Change fromChange from `conventional gasoline fueled´ toto `electrical vehicles´

Aspects to take into account include:

1) Modifications in energy production
We need information of electricity mix, e.g. in USA the average is 54% coal, 1% fueloil, 
15% natural gas, 18% nuclear and 12% renewable (hydro, solar, wind, etc)

Thus, substitution of ICE for electrical engines means lower dependence of oil imports 
vs greater mining of coal resources, uranium, etc.

2) Environmental impacts of energy use

Studies based in the model “GREET 1.5 - Transportation Fuel Cycle” show that the use 
of electrical instead of conventional vehicles would reduce emissions per km traveled in 
a 25% for CO2 and 80% for VOCs and CO, while increases 60% of NOx and 240% SO2 .



Global consumption of energy by source and sector, EJ/yr (1990) (also showed are the increases to 1998)
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Hybrid vehicles

Combined fuel-electrical mechanics can reduce consumption and CO2 emissions 
by 40%, by using the electricity stored in batteries during start-up or stop-and-go, 
specially in cities, and the combined driving in roads, which reduce the power of 
the fuel engine and recover the energy of braking



Thermoeconomy of the fuel cells

Eficiencia de las celdas de combustible: aproximación a un 
método de cálculo (Ing.Quím. May 2002) ETSI Minas (UPM)

Eficiencia de las celdas de combustible: aproximación a un 
método de cálculo (Ing.Quím. May 2002) ETSI Minas (UPM)

It´s derived from the two principles: conservationconservation and degradationdegradation of the energy

-- energy balance matrix of the nn streams in mm equipments:     Amxn·Hnx1= 0mx1

- exergy cost to produce one stream:   Amxn·B*
nx1= 0mx1 α(n-m)xn·B*nx1= ωnx1

Ideal cells depend on electrochemical reactions of fuels and oxygen at low (PA&PEFC) 
or high temperatures (MC&SOFC):

H2 + ½ O2 → H2O(l)              E= Eº + RT/2ƒ·ln PH2PO2
½/PH2O (Eº=1,23V)     η=∆Gº/∆Hº=0,83

CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O    E= Eº + RT/8ƒ·ln PCH4PO2
2/PH2O

2PCO2

Losses include polarization by activation, resistance and concentration: V=ηe·E (Tafel), 
which are function of the system characteristics and current density (A/cm2), and must 
be optimized (e.g. size vs efficiency of the cell for stationary or mobile applications)

ηt = 0,83/1,23·V    for a hydrogen fuel cell at standard conditions (1 atm and 25ºC)

The utilization ratio refers to reagents entering the cells which react electrochemically, 
while change in gas composition along the process contribute to reduce cell voltages

Uf= H2,consumed/H2,input



Fuel cells vs. efficiency limitations of traditional power cycles

Hydrogen from high-temperature reaction of coal with steam, for use in 
a fuel cell:

C(0)+2H2O(steam 2 at, -57,8)= CO2(-94,1) +2H2(0) net change:  +21,5 kcal
2 H2 (0) + O2 (0) = 2 H2O (gas 2 at, -57,8) net change: -115,6 kcal

Coal combustion:
C (0) + O2 (0) = CO2 (-94,1) net change:  -94,1 kcal

Both options have the same net mass and energy balance, but suppose 
the steam-power cycle is 40% efficient40% efficient (a generous estimate), and the 
fuel cell 80%fuel cell 80% efficient; another 0,23 mole of carbon must be burned to 
supply the 21,5 kcal for the endothermic coal-steam reaction, so the 
bottom line for the fuel cell systembottom line for the fuel cell system is: 115,6·0,80/1,23= 75,2 kcal of 
electricity per mole of carbon - twice as much as for the traditional traditional 
power cyclepower cycle (94,1·0,40= 37,6 kcal).

Back-of-an-envelope comparison (numbers in parenthesis are the heats of formation, kcal/mole at 25ºC)



The hydrogen economy
The so-called `hydrogen economy´ is a long-term project that can be defined as an effort to 
change the current energy system to one which attempts to combine the cleanlinesscleanliness of H2 as 
an energy carrier with the efficiencyefficiency of fuel cells (FCs) as devices to transform energy into 
electricity and heat; as energy carrier, hydrogen must be obtained from other energy sources, 
in processes that, at least in the long term, avoid or minimize CO2 emissions.
The main advantage of hydrogen as a fuel is the absence of CO2 emissions, as well as other pollutants 
(e.g. thermal NOx if employed in low temperature FCs). This is especially important for the transport sectortransport sector, 
which is responsible for 18% consumption of primary energy worldwide; apart from the economic and 
political interests involved in the substitution of oil-derived fuels, vehicles are highly dispersed CO2
emission sources to install CO2 capture and storage (CCS) systems. The two alternatives currently under 
consideration are hydrogen (and its derivative bio-methanol) and bio-fuels (bio-ethanol and bio-diesel). 

Additionally hydrogen can be expected to allow the integration of some renewable energy sourcesintegration of some renewable energy sources, of an 
intermittent character, in the current energy system; thus, we can envisage a photovoltaic solar panel (or 
a windmill) linked to a reversible FC, which uses part of the electricity to produce H2 during the day (or 
in windy conditions), and consumes H2 during the night (or in absence of wind) to produce electricity.

However, hydrogen is not an energy source but a carrier and consequently it will be as clean as the method 
employed in productionproduction; moreover, today its transporttransport and storagestorage is expensive and difficult due to its low 
energy density on a volume basis: gasoline density is 0.7 kg/l whilst H2 density is 0.03, 0.06 and 0.07 kg/l 
at 350 atm, 700 atm and liquefied (at 20 K); as it is highly inflammable, H2 is a dangerous gas in confined 
spaces, although it is safe in the open since it diffuses quickly into the atmosphere. 



If all these difficulties for transition (taking into account the issues of hydrogen production, 
distribution, storage and use) are overcome, the energy supply and transformation systems 
will be managed as indicated in this expectative for the hydrogen society in a future, where 
renewables are intensified and fuel cells-hydrogen binomial is employed to achieve higher 
efficiencies:

Two energy distribution networks will be operating: the electric network(s) and the hydrogen network(s), constituted by 
a multiplicity of interconnected production sources, with a lower capacity but more flexible than the current production 
sources (beyond the classical concept of a centralized distribution system).



Energy sources mix and H2 production processes in a hydrogen society

H2 sources → production → transport → storage → use

Cost estimations in the future production of H2

The equivalence in liters of gasoline is considered in terms of absolute energy content without taking into 
account the higher efficiency of the systems in which H2 would be used (FCs); thus when comparing the 
prices of H2 and gasoline per kilometer we should multiply the former by an approximate factor of 3/5.





Hydrogen storage and distribution network H2 sources → production → transport → storage → use

Hydrogen produced in large centralized plants will be distributed to final consumption points by means 
of pipes. Alternatively, the hydrogen will be supplied in situ in small plants of decentralized production 
(production and refuelling stations). 

Most of the supply will be provided by a network of refuelling stations in which hydrogen will be supplied by a piping 
system connected to large scale production plants which use a mix of the primary energies most suited to each region. 
However, in order to supply the hydrogen to areas far from the general network it will be necessary to build refuelling
stations able to generate hydrogen in situ, by means of electrolysers fed by renewable energies (such as photovoltaic 
solar panels or windmills) or biomass reformers.

To store large quantities of hydrogen over long periods of time the best option is subterranean deposit, where H2
is compressed and injected into natural gas fields and aquifers, cavities in saline formations, and depleted mines 
(the storage costs will vary depending on the type of geological formation, but they can be expected to be low).
For smaller scale storage at production points, similar systems to those employed in vehicles could be applied 
(pressure tanks, liquid hydrogen tanks, hydrides, etc.). 

Centralized hydrogen production in thermal cogeneration power plants with CCS and scaled up reformers and electrolysers will lead to 
the creation of a distribution grid for transferring hydrogen to the consumption points (refuelling stations and residential CHP systems).

Today there are more than 16000 km of pipelines around the world that supply H2 to refineries and chemical plants, with a diameter of 
25–30 cm and operating at 10–20 atm, although they could operate at pressures of up to 100 atm. Considering that hydrogen pipes must 
be produced with non-porous materials such as steel, their cost for a given diameter is around twice that of pipes used for natural gas. 
Moreover, as the volumetric density of hydrogen is a fourth that of natural gas the cost of a H2 pipe is about six times higher than that 
of a natural gas pipe, and we also need to include the cost of the refuelling stations (in a decentralized network, the cost of distribution 
would be avoided, but the global production cost of H2 would be much higher).
If we assume that the creation of a centralized network could take as long as 60 years, the annual cost would be about 80 billion dollars 
(this is only 8% of worldwide armament expenditure in 2004).



Fig. General layout of the hydrogen refuelling plant in Madrid

International Journal of Hydrogen Energy
Volume 32, Issues 10-11, July-August 2007, Pages 1404-1408 Production process diagram

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03603199
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=PublicationURL&_tockey=%23TOC%235729%232007%23999679989%23660268%23FLA%23&_cdi=5729&_pubType=J&view=c&_auth=y&_acct=C000047350&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=885385&md5=e5f9e135b0a67d568781e08468850575




Energy supply system in a well-to-storage approach (excluding end-use) as resulting from HySociety pathways 
assessment, expressed in terms of cost, emission and primary energy demand (PED)

The left picture shows the nine most efficient hydrogen chains; the right pictures shows eight pathways from fossil 
fuels including CCS (ranked according to PED):

This well-to-storage loss can only be overcome if the end-use is more efficient than nowadays energy services. Since fuel cells are envisaged to give an overall 
well-to-use gain, high expectation of their efficiencies are roused, or it must be that local pollution and/or cost may make up for the additional conversion losses.

A clear message can be drawn: no chain presents itself as an obvious winner on all criteria: the best pathway in terms of efficiency never coincides with the best 
choice in terms of cost and emissions (this aspect may become quite decisive when it comes to a large-scale transition to hydrogen in Europe).



Features of hydrogen pathway for fossil fuels with carbon capture as referred to in  Fig.

Liquid hydrogen supplied via compressed gaseous hydrogen via partial oxidation of residue oil at refinery. 
Carbon capture. Centralized liquefaction. Transport in cryogenic tank by truck. Refuelling. On-board storage.LH2-POX OIL

Compressed gaseous hydrogen produced via partial oxidation of residual oil at refinery. Carbon capture. 
Pipeline transport. Compression. Storage. Refuelling on-site. On-board storage at 70 MPa.GH2-POX OIL

Liquid hydrogen from natural gas via reforming. Carbon capture. Central liquefaction. Transport in cryogenic 
tank by truck. Refuelling. Cryogenic onboard storage.LH2-COAL GAS

Liquid hydrogen from natural gas via steam reforming. Carbon capture. Central liquefaction. Transport in 
cryogenic tank by truck. Refuelling. Cryogenic on-board storage.LH2-SMR NG

Compressed gaseous hydrogen via centralized gasification of hard coal. Carbon capture. Pipeline transport. 
50 bar buffer pressure. Compression. Storage. Refuelling on-site. On-board storage at 70 MPa.GH2-COAL GAS

Gaseous hydrogen from natural gas via centralized steam reforming. Carbon capture. Pipeline transport. 
5 MPa bar buffer pressure.GH2-SMR NG
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Fig. Pathways for hydrogen supply for the Pathways for hydrogen supply for the 
transport sector produced from fossil fuels transport sector produced from fossil fuels 
with carbon capture by technology/export with carbon capture by technology/export 
conditions (conditions (HySocietyHySociety analyses).analyses).

Here the primary energy index, the cost and 
the emission are shown versus technologies 
(and state of hydrogen delivery).
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Hydrogen supply chain structure by components with example chain component choices 

Fuel cell vehicleEnd use application

Compressed H2 fuelling stationLocal H2 distribution system

PipelineH2 transport

NoFirst conversion

YesCarbon capture and storage (CCS)

Centralized steam methane reformingH2 production method

Natural gasFeedstock

Example chain component choiceSupply chain component structure



Hydrogen will also be able to supply a fraction of the energy requirements in residential and 
industrial sector, by means of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) which operate at high temperature 
with high efficiency (to cogenerate electricity and heat).

Small capacity units of 4-300 kW will be employed to supply energy to family residences and apartment 
blocks; medium capacity systems (<10 MW) will be able to provide electricity in residential, service and
industrial areas. They are able to operate on different fuels ranging from methane to H2, including CO/H2

mixtures, which makes them an ideal system for the transition from natural gas to H2. 

The balance between the use of H2 and electricity from the conventional network will be established by 
the law of supply and demand in the different sectors; the integration of cogeneration FCs in the electric 
network will permit the sale of energy excess; where the system is not integrated (i.e. single residences) 
small excesses of electricity generated in situations of low energy demand could be stored by lead-acid 
conventional batteries for use in situations of high demand. 

Fig. Energy hub using the flexible coproduction of hydrogen and power of an 
internal reforming fuel cell to compensate fluctuating supply of renewable 



Fig. Hydrogen intermediate and peak electrical system (HIPES) using nuclear hydrogen

International Journal of Hydrogen Energy

Volume 32, Issue 4, March 2007, Pages 431-439

Major problems facing the nuclear sector
Lack of public confidence that even
Western nuclear technology can 
permanently guarantee safety.
Fears about the ability to guarantee
safe long term storage of high-level
waste.
Perception that the full cost of the
nuclear cycle is greater than
suggested
(operation, decommissioning and
waste handling).

KeyKey issuesissues: : operationaloperational safetysafety ((sp.losssp.loss
ofof coolantcoolant), ), disposaldisposal ofof nuclear nuclear wasteswastes
(inc. (inc. decommissioningdecommissioning), ), risksrisks as. as. withwith a a 
plutoniumplutonium economyeconomy, , andand thethe effectseffects ofof
lowlow--levellevel radiationsradiations..
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The present energy ratio for nuclear electricity is satisfactory, 
with a range from 10.2 to 16.5 for electrical output compared 
with thermal inputs, dominated by the enrichment of uranium 
accounting for 62% of the 24.224.2 ggCO2CO2//kWhkWh life cycle emissions. 
Emissions from mining and milling are under 5%, but energy 
ratios for nuclear power is very sensitive to U ore grades: for 
concentrations below 100–200 ppm CO2 emissions exceed 
those from an equivalent natural gas power station.

Breeder (fast) reactors could potentially extend the U reserves 
and the use of fertile Th resources to produce fissile material; 
but the only commercial reactor built -France’s Superphenix-
was shut down in 1998 after numerous problems.
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Storage in vehicles and Fuel Cells (FCs)

In the hydrogen society, the main use of this fuel will be to feed the solid polymer electrolyte (or proton 
exchange membrane) fuel cells (PEMFC), which is a low temperature cell with high power densities, as 
most promising technology for onboard vehicles (road, marine and aerial); the price of vehicles based on 
fuel cells will need to decrease substantially, and so technological improvements in the FCs and storage 
systems will be required.

H2 sources → production → transport → storage → use

http://weblogs.madrimasd.org/energiasalternativas/archive/2007/03/23/62133.aspx

http://weblogs.madrimasd.org/energiasalternativas/archive/2007/03/23/62133.aspx
http://weblogs.madrimasd.org/energiasalternativas/archive/2007/03/23/62133.aspx


Technical specifications of the Honda FCX

Source: Honda 2006http://world.honda.com/news/2006/4060925FCXConcept/

Number of Passengers: 4

Motor: Max. Output: 95kW (129PS)
Max. Torque: 256N•m (26.1kg•m)
Type: AC synchronous motor (Honda mfg.)

Fuel Cell Stack: Type: PEFC (proton exchange membrane fuel cell, Honda mfg.)
Output: 100kW

Fuel: Type: Compressed hydrogen
Storage: High-pressure hydrogen tank (350atm)
Tank Capacity:  171 l

Dimensions: (L×W×H) 4,760×1,865×1,445mm
Max. Speed:  160km/h
Energy Storage: Lithium-ion battery
Vehicle Range:  570km



The current cost of FC vehicles is about $2000/kW (a standard car will need a fuel cell stack of ∼100 kW). 
Future previsions indicate that cost could be reduced to $100/kW, although further reduction to $50/kW
will be needed to make them completely competitive.

Such a reduction cannot be achieved with the current technology, so new FC concepts are required; now PEMFC 
use conducting Nafion membranes as electrolytes, which operate at low temperature (80 °C); as consequence, the 
amount of Pt needed as catalysts in electrodes for the electrochemical conversion of H2 and O2 into water needs to 
be high (1.4 g/kW); two ways to reduce this amount would be either to increase reaction temperature over 100°C, 
which would imply the development of new membranes, or to resort to more active catalysts, e.g. platinum alloys 
with cobalt or chromium supported on electrodes with a higher surface area; the high temperatures FCs would 
additionally allow the bio-methanol reforming system to be integrated more easily in the vehicle.

An exponential increase in the use of H2 can be expected for transport in market niches where the engine and storage 
tank price is not critical (i.e. buses, trucks and planes). 

The hydrogen internal combustion engine (ICE-H2) is similar to 
the classic four-cylinder petrol engine except for some adjustments to 
the air mixture and other mechanical features; in the initial 
popularization step, it will permit the creation of a network of H2
refuelling stations and become a bridge to FC vehicles.
During this transition some hybrid concepts will be put on the market 
to optimize the energetic efficiency of the vehicle (ICE/electric engine 
with a Li-ion battery and a computer to decide which motor should be 
activated in a given situation). 



To reach significant market share, barriers are technical performance, cost and 
social system in which technology is embedded:

City buses have been proposed as a `niche´ e.g. they are easier to design, can be developed as 
public demonstration projects, and the energy system is centrally refueled with hydrogen (comp.); 
in addition, they are used in populated areas where benefit of zero tail-pipe emissions is greater.

E.g. a bus route 9 km long, with 100 return trips a day (657000 km/yr), to compare CNG and diesel 
with prototype fuel cell buses (with hydrogen from decentralized steam reforming of natural gas), 
considering the local pollutants NOx, PM and noise, only in the use phase (tank-to-wheel).

Also considered is the potential to reduce `well to wheel´
GHG´s which depends on factors such as the hydrogen
supply systems and the fuel and engine technologies of
vehicle alternatives.

The propulsion system located in the rear of the bus

PM  (mg/km) NOx (g/km) CO2,eqBuses Relative capital and 
fuel costs (Eur/km) choice choice 

Local costs
Eur/km g/km Eur/km 

Relative environmental 
costs (Eur/km)  

Diesel 
CNG 
Fuel cell 

0 
 

2,8 

28 
17 
0 

2.10 
2.10 
0,02 

0,059 
0,041 

0 

1255 
1509 
896 

0,204 
0,246 
0,146 

0,12 
 
0 

 
M.Karlström; Local environmental benefits of fuel cell buses – a case study (Sweden); J.Clean.Prod. 13 (2005) 679-85



Fig. The cost of GHG emissions reduction (per kg) as a result of hydrogen substitution for gasoline as a function of the 
ratio in efficiencies η of internal combustion (gasoline powered) and fuel cell (hydrogen powered) vehicles. 

Introducing “renewable” hydrogen for fuel cell vehicles instead of gasoline can lead to an economically effective reduction of GHG 
emissions only if the efficiency of the fuel cell vehicle is more than two times higher than that of an internal combustion vehicle.

International Journal of Hydrogen Energy
Volume 32, Issue 8, June 2007, Pages 927-931

Greenhouse gas emissions reduction by use of wind and solar energies for hydrogen and electricity production: Economic factors 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03603199
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Well-to-wheel analyses expressed in primary energy demand and emissions for several natural gas pathways, a 
gasoline pathway for reference, two hydrogen pathways with other energy sources than natural gas, and three 
hydrogen pathways including carbon capture

1.5135048510.23.672.80.361FC (GH2 from EL-EU mix)

0.170264.41.592.80.361FC (GH2 from EL-wind)

1.816002916.31.155.50.1821ICE (gasoline)

1.513202406.61.25.50.1821ICE (CNG)

1.7155031010.82.155.00.21ICE (LH2 from NG)

19003244.61.642.80.361FC (GH2 from NG)

existing cars (2004)

(relative)(g/kWh wheel)(g/kWh fuel)(kWh)(kWh/kWh)(kWh)(dimensionless)(kWh)

EmissionEmissionEmission indexE primaryPEDE tankEff.E wheel

0.53201115.41.882.90.351ICE (GH2 from NG) HEV

0.2140704.11.992.00.491FC (GH2 from coal) HEV

0.32301113.81.882.00.491FC (GH2 from NG) HEV

carbon sequestration included

1.510202914.01.153.50.2861ICE (gasoline) HEV

1.17502403.81.23.10.3181ICE NG-HEV

1.49303244.71.652.90.351ICE (GH2) HEV

1.06603243.41.652.00.491FC (GH2 from NG) HEV

Hybrid version (2010)

the emission of a natural gas hybrid vehicle seemingly comes close to the emission of a hybrid fuel cell vehicle, 
whereas the impact of CCS is large on the emissions



Comparison of several fuel pathways (well-to-wheel) regarding emission (gCO2/kWh) and costs (c/kWh).
For the fossil fuels 2002 prices have been assumed with a crude oil price of 26 $/boe.

International Journal of Hydrogen Energy
Volume 32, Issues 10-11, July-August 2007, Pages 1324-1331
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Storage in vehicles

Secure and cheap H2 storage systems will be needed in vehicles; it does not seem likely that the cost of compressing and 
liquefying hydrogen can be decreased to the level required for massive use, so other more predictable solutions include 
the development of solid deposits, e.g. rechargeable hydrides (AlH3, NH4BH4, etc.) operating at pressures and temperatures 
of formation/decomposition between 11––1010 atmatm and 2525––100100 °C°C.

An alternative option which can coexist with direct storage is onboard reforming of bio-methanol to produce the hydrogen that feeds the FC. 
Bio-methanol synthesized from biomass can be easily stored onboard, thus avoiding the high cost of hydrogen deposits. 

While onboard H2 storage and infrastructure still remain challenges, the `onboard fuel processorsonboard fuel processors´ 
offer a promising solution to produce hydrogen for the fuel cell on the vehicle using conventional 
fuels such as gasolinegasoline or biofuels such as ethanolethanol.

This technology could facilitate the early introduction of fuel cell vehicles while providing the potential to power 
them using various readily-available fuels.

Pictures of FPS 2.5 (left) and FPS 3A (right) on laboratory test stands (80 dm3)

Onboard fuel processor for PEM fuel cell vehicles
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy
Volume 32, Issues 10-11
July-August 2007, Pages 1437-1442 

Dual fuel vehicles Dual fuel vehicles --with hydrogen and gasoline feedingwith hydrogen and gasoline feeding-- are also being designed as transition from petrol to hydrogen, are also being designed as transition from petrol to hydrogen, 
while the new refueling infrastructure is fully developed.while the new refueling infrastructure is fully developed.
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Solid materials

Due to the uncertainty about whether pressurized and liquid hydrogen tanks can be made at lower cost, 
the future seems to lie in storage in solid materials.

These systems require less energy to store H2 in similar amounts to gaseous or liquid, at a lower volume and pressures; 
however their weight is considerably higher (50 L/200 kg for solids vs. 100 L/50 kg for H2 compressed and liquid). 

Rechargeable metallic hydrides, including their alloys, seem to be in a better starting position for winning the storage 
race, with an estimated value of 8 wt% (DOE objective: 6 wt% for a 400 km autonomy) at 10–60 atm.

Porous carbon was at one time considered an interesting material for H2 adsorption; however, the failed expectations of  
nanotubes, whose initial results of 30–60 wt% stored hydrogen are now considered to have been an experimental error, 
has to some extent undermined research on these materials.

Other porous materials such as zeolites or (metal organic frameworks), MOF, with really high values of surface area are 
still in need of further development; they are capable of storing considerable amounts of H2 at cryogenic temperatures 
but their adsorption capacities at ambient temperature are still quite low. 



According to the technical target set by the US Department of EnAccording to the technical target set by the US Department of Energy (DOE), the hydrogen stored in an onergy (DOE), the hydrogen stored in an on--board board 
hydrogen storage system should be no less than 6% of the system hydrogen storage system should be no less than 6% of the system weight by 2010 and no less than 9% by 2015. weight by 2010 and no less than 9% by 2015. 
The corresponding costs should be no more than $4/kWh and $2/kWhThe corresponding costs should be no more than $4/kWh and $2/kWh, respectively., respectively.

Research frontier on new materials and concepts for hydrogen storage
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy 32 (2007) 224 – 228

The hydrogenThe hydrogen storage capability based on the techniques developed to date appstorage capability based on the techniques developed to date appears insufficient to meet theears insufficient to meet the target, as illustrated in Tabletarget, as illustrated in Table 1. 1. 
It seems that high pressure tanks, cryogenic liquid cylinders, aIt seems that high pressure tanks, cryogenic liquid cylinders, and conventional hydride materials have almost reached their limind conventional hydride materials have almost reached their limitations in tations in 
capacity and it is unlikely that these approaches will make furtcapacity and it is unlikely that these approaches will make further significant progress toward DOE targets.her significant progress toward DOE targets.

In 2003, In 2003, USUS--DOEDOE held a Hydrogenheld a Hydrogen--Storage “ThinkStorage “Think Tank” meeting, which involved four Nobel Laureates and seven eliTank” meeting, which involved four Nobel Laureates and seven elite scientists. te scientists. 
A “Grand Challenge” recommendation was made to solicit DOE singlA “Grand Challenge” recommendation was made to solicit DOE single investigator projects for “Novel Materials and Concepts”. e investigator projects for “Novel Materials and Concepts”. 
The The DOE’sDOE’s commitment has started many new projects in the last two years,commitment has started many new projects in the last two years, which are generally divided into four areas:which are generally divided into four areas:

- Exploring new materials that have ultra large adsorption area

- Incorporating highly active sites into adsorption areas

- Introducing new adsorption/desorption mechanisms

- Seeking high hydrogen-content compounds
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The hydrogen economy



It is necessary to change from a `fossilized´ to a `solar´ economy, to learn again walking smoothly 
on EarthEarth and satisfy our needs in a way more free, intelligent and flexible, for not disappearing 
of the history face before the SunSun ceases to bring its benefic contribution to other forms of life

more modest

 CO2
 t/capita

  

    Year

 developed countries

average

 developing countries

Two main restrictions for developing the new renewable
energies (wind, solar, etc.) : 
 
 

- Competing and risks, with current short-time accountability
and investment practices  (i.e. ecological economy is nedded). 

 

- Intensity, due to dilution and space-time variability; i.e. the key
issues are energy storage: with accumulators (batteries, heat),
superconductor (bobbins, transmission), hydrogen and fuel cells. 

 

Estimate the NPV of 1 million € invested in a 1 MW wind turbine 15 years from now,
and compare it to buying bonds with a 6% interest rate. 
 

- The annual average electricity production is 2.1 GWh, the maintenance costs
are 20000 € and the electricity is sold at 0,04 €/kWh. 

 
NPV1= -1000000 + (2,1·106·0,04 –20000)·{(1+i)t-1}/{i·(1+i)t} = -378000 € 

 
- What will be the NPV if energy becomes scarce or external costs are taken

into account, thus the price of this green electricity rises to 0,08 €/kWh ? 
 

NPV2= -1000000 + (2,1·106·0,08 –20000)·{(1+i)t-1}/{i·(1+i)t} = +437000 € 
 



Fig. Environmentally benign green energy 
based hydrogen energy system.

Intermitent RE and base-load electricity sources



In these types of technologies, an efficient electrolyzer system would be the key factor: 

Effect of voltage on Efficiency and Hydrogen Production Rate
with 10% KOH electrolyte with steel electrode.

HPR = b + a·V

From the experimental results and sensitivity analysis, it can be concluded that:

(i) As compared to theoretically required 1.23V, the optimum input voltage to get the highest efficiency 
was between 2.0 and 2.4V for varying concentrations of the electrolysis.

(ii) As the voltage increases, the efficiency decreases considerably.

Hence, it may be concluded that to achieve the best efficiency, an optimum voltage should be 
obtained, which would be depending upon the concentration of electrolyte, type of electrode 
and distance between the electrodes.

Optimization of electrolytic input power for the production of hydrogen
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy 31 (2006) 2329 – 2336



Modeling and simulation of the production of hydrogen using hydroelectricity:

The total cost of production would be shown by

total consumption of electricity is

cost of electricity for the production of electrolytic hydrogen is    CEE=PHCTTEI CI=CEE

TEI : industrial electricity tariff, $/kWh

The cost of installing the electrolyser CIE=CELP

in which power of the plant is obtained from   P=PHCT/DI

DI : annual availability (8328 h/year)

with the capital recovery factorFig. Energy efficiency

EE=k0e-t/T+k1

and the investment cost

CINV=F·CIE
COM=OM·CINV

International Journal of Hydrogen Energy
Volume 32, Issue 9, June 2007, Pages 1219-1224
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Estimates of the price of hydrogen as a medium for wind and solar sources 
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy
Volume 32, Issue 12, August 2007, Pages 1605-1610 Cost ($/GJH2) = 2.29·E·c + 3

E: cell potential of the electrolysis: a normal figure in a 
modern commercial plant working at room temperature 
and at a current density = 100 mA·cm−2 is 1.6 V 
(this involves the use of electro-catalytically favorable electrode
coatings and associated conversion efficiency)

c: electricity cost available to large-scale manufacturers 
in cents per kwh
the second term is an aggregate of the amortization costs of building the plant, 
together with insurance, maintenance, and cost of employees to operate it

to these figures are added the costs of transfer of gas H2 more than 1000 miles 
(rated at $1.66); finally, the figure obtained is multiplied by 1.25 ( 25% profit)

doi:10.1016/j.ijhydene.2007.04.037
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At 80 m above ground level, class 3 winds and higher (6.9 m/s average wind speed) occur on 
12.2 million km2 of the inhabited continents; assuming an spacing of one 2.0-MW turbine per 
km2 and an average capacity factor (annual electricity of 30% of rated full-power output), the 
global potential wind energy can be calculated as 230 EJ primary electricity.

Energy analyses of the wind turbines based on detailed life-cycle analysis (ISO14040–14043) 
give an electrical energy output to primary energy input energy ratio of around 30; this value 
is derived via consideration of all material and energy inputs over a 20 year turbine life time 
for a typical on-shore location (turbine installation requirements are strongly linked to energy 
inputs and turbine electrical power output varies relative to the cube of wind speed).

Remote locations, intermittent supply, and large technical energy potential compared 
with electrical demand eventually necessitate conversion and storage of wind energy, 
and transmission to load centers, thus providing an opportunity for hydrogen.

Electrolysizer units operate at 65–80% efficiency, with greater efficiencies promised; 
if, on average, we assume that only half the wind-generated electricity finishes up as 
hydrogen after electrolysis and transmission, energy ratios will be halved (additional 
reductions in this ratio will occur should the hydrogen be converted either thermally 
or chemically to electricity for end-uses); both this halving of delivered energy, the 
substantial investments needed for electrolizers, compressors and transmission pipes, 
and for some hydrogen storage at both points of production and end-use, will lead to 
further cost increases for hydrogen.

For gasoline, average energy ratio is 6–10

International Journal of Hydrogen Energy
Volume 32, Issue 12, August 2007, Pages 1616-1624 doi:10.1016/j.ijhydene.2006.12.008
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wind-hydrogen vehicle fuel production

pilot plant (right) and large scale installation (below)

International Journal of Hydrogen Energy
Volume 32, Issues 10-11, July-August 2007, Pages 1492-1499
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Hydrogen-solar
Consist in the coupling of hydrogen sources and solar energy by using different process routes:

- electrolysis, with photovoltaic cells for electricity generation
(yield 25-30%)

- photolytic, through chemical or biological processes and sun radiation

- thermal processes, by high temperature solar concentrators (40%)

H2O  → H2 + ½ O2

photo-electrolysis uses semiconductor catalysts in contact with water which by solar light 
activation produce the rupture of water molecules into H2 and O2 (this option will depend 
on the future development of new photocatalysts in terms of efficiency and stability). 

bio-reactors from photosynthetic processes with variety of plants (e.g. cyanobacteria and 
green algae can produce hydrogen from solar light, water and hydrogenase as enzyme) is 
a technology currently under research and development, with estimated solar to hydrogen 
conversion efficiencies of around 27% under ideal conditions. 

Regenerative photovoltaic electrolyzer/fuel cell system



Comparison of PV/electrolyser and photoelectrolytic technologies in solar to hydrogen energy 

At present PV/electrolysis, as compared to direct photoelectrolysis, is the more appropriate technology with higher 
efficiency for a ‘solar to hydrogen’ storage system. This is because of the greater maturity of the former and because 
the latter has significant challenges to overcome in terms of achieving sufficient PE photovoltage to split water at a 
high efficiency whilst also being stable. Nonetheless, these problems are likely to be solved in the future and given 
the greater simplicity, potential robustness and elegance of PE systems, they may overtake PV/electrolysis at some 
stage. However, whether this can become economically viable will depend on many other factors. 

International Journal of Hydrogen Energy
Volume 32, Issue 14, September 2007, Pages 2703-2711 doi:10.1016/j.ijhydene.2006.09.012

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03603199
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03603199
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=PublicationURL&_tockey=%23TOC%235729%232007%23999679985%23668150%23FLA%23&_cdi=5729&_pubType=J&view=c&_auth=y&_acct=C000047350&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=885385&md5=df17e618821e83f1c17f1db67bda1be2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2006.09.012
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2006.09.012


0½ O2ZnO-Zn = ½ O2

3000ºC-83,2+0,0238(t+273)ZnO-Zn(s)H2O-H2 = ZnO-Zn

5000ºC-57,8+0,0107(t+273)H2O(g)-H2H2O-H2 = ½ O2

T∆G(T)= ∆H -T·∆Shalf of the
reaction

the common 
difference

Reactions for water decomposition to hydrogen and oxygen
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Thermochemical cycles

The high energy consumption of electrolyzers makes it necessary to find sources other than electricity for 
the production of hydrogen, such as nuclear or solar thermal power.

The direct thermal splitting of water is technically challenging, since it occurs at a very high temperature 
(∼2500ºC); the use of two parallel thermal cycles in which hydrogen and oxygen are produced separately, 
allows H2 to be obtained at a considerably lower temperature (<1000ºC), and the use of heat generated 
directly by `solar´ or `nuclear´ energy sources makes for a more globally efficient conversion process than 
that obtained by an electrolyser (almost two times).

H2O  → H2 + ½ O2

(1) H2O + Zn  → ZnO + H2
(2) ZnO → Zn  + ½ O2



HYTHEC: An EC funded search for a long term massive 
hydrogen production route using solar and nuclear technologies

International Journal of Hydrogen Energy
Volume 32, Issues 10-11, July-August 2007, Pages 1516-1529

The sulphur–iodine (S–I)  and hybrid-sulfur (WH) cycles

Many cycles are currently under study, the most popular being the S–I cycle (sulphur–iodine) which is 
based on the following reactions:

I2 + SO2 + 2H2O → H2SO4 + 2HI    (common reaction at 120 ◦C; afterwards the two products are separated)
H2SO4 → SO2 + H2O + 1/2O2 (at 850 ◦C; the O2 is separated and the SO2 is recycled)
2HI → I2 + H2 (at 450 ◦C; the H2 is separated and the I2 is recycled)

The technological barriers include the cost, the development of economic and appropriate materials for the experimental 
conditions (separation membranes and heat exchangers) and an increase in thermal efficiency of over 50%. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03603199
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03603199
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=PublicationURL&_tockey=%23TOC%235729%232007%23999679989%23660268%23FLA%23&_cdi=5729&_pubType=J&view=c&_auth=y&_acct=C000047350&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=885385&md5=e5f9e135b0a67d568781e08468850575


The UT-3 cycle:

1.  CaO + Br2 → CaBr2 + ½O2 ∆G0(800K) =     −40.9 kJ mol−1

2.  CaBr2 + H2O → CaO + 2HBr ∆G0(1000K) = +104.0 kJ mol−1

3.  Fe3O4 + 8HBr → 3FeBr2 + 4H2O + Br2 ∆G0(500K) =   −119.9 kJ mol−1

4.  3FeBr2 + 4H2O → Fe3O4 + 6HBr + H2 ∆G0(900K) =   +117.5 kJ mol−1

Energy efficiency vs the 
rate of heat recovery (r)

The studies carried out on the UT3 cycle have demonstrated that even if this cycle has a pretty good efficiency, the technology that has to 
be considered could be very difficult to implement and the amount of research and development to obtain a viable industrial process would 
be very high. In addition, the use of highly toxic reactants will lead to consider very high level of safety that could increase very sensibly 
the cost of an industrial plant. That is why it is interesting to consider other cycles using no more than 3 reactions (to limit the complexity 
of the process) involving less toxic reactants (than bromine)

Technological and chemical assessment of various thermochemical cycles: From the UT3 cycle 
up to the two steps iron oxide cycle International J. of Hydrogen Energy 31 (2006) 2063 – 2075



The Fe3O4/Fe2O3 cycle

(a)  2Fe3O4 + H2O → 3Fe2O3 + H2 ∆G0(500K) =   +25.2 kJ mol−1

(b)  3Fe2O3→ 2Fe3O4 + ½ O2 ∆G0(1500K) = +49.9 kJ mol−1

Studies have confirmed the feasibility of thermally reducing 
magnetite (Fe3O4) to wustite (FeO) in a solar furnace heated 
to 2090 K:

Fe3O4 → 3FeO + ½ O2

This transition is highly advantageous, as the water reduction 
produces a greater amount of hydrogen per mole of iron:

3FeO + H2O → Fe3O4 + H2

An experiment carried out in a solar reactor having a maximal flow of 
1600 Wcm−2 has demonstrated the possibility of reducing a few grams 
of Fe2O3 up to the pure wustite compound in 2 min (under an N2 flow). 
In the case of a treatment under air, the result shows a mixture of Fe3O4
and FeO (fig. shows the XRD analysis performed in the both cases).

Despite the poor efficiency and unfavorable operating conditionsDespite the poor efficiency and unfavorable operating conditions, this cycle , this cycle 
is attractive because it uses abundant, inexpensive, lowis attractive because it uses abundant, inexpensive, low--toxicity oxides, for toxicity oxides, for 
which considerable industrial and scientific experience is availwhich considerable industrial and scientific experience is available.able.
Furthermore, lowFurthermore, low efficiency in this case could be offset withefficiency in this case could be offset with a a solar coupling. solar coupling. 
Finally, it permits to store energy in the FeFinally, it permits to store energy in the Fe33OO44 or or FeOFeO compounds; since the compounds; since the 
experimental studies (eitherexperimental studies (either DTGDTG or solar) show possible to reduce the Feor solar) show possible to reduce the Fe22OO33
into into FeOFeO, it seems interesting to recommend the cycle involving the , it seems interesting to recommend the cycle involving the wustitewustite..



2B(s) + 3H2O <====> B2O3(s) + 3H2 -433 kJ

Regeneration of boron (1273 kJ)

http://weblogs.madrimasd.org/energiasalternativas/archive/2007/06/01/66881.aspx

http://weblogs.madrimasd.org/energiasalternativas/archive/2007/06/01/66881.aspx
http://weblogs.madrimasd.org/energiasalternativas/archive/2007/06/01/66881.aspx


Biomass
sugar cane, starch and oil plants. wood, energy plantation, residues

  FITOMASS – BIOFUEL – CO2   CYCLE  
 

Bio-refinery

Advantages:
Clean combustion
energy security (fuel diversity)
development of rural areas
restoration of degraded lands

Problems:
Diversion of agricultural land
Enhanced use of fertilizers
Large water requirements

1st generation bio-fuels for transport are produced from polysaccharids by hydrolisis and fermentation (ethanol), and 
from vegetal oils by transesterification (diesel); the UE target is to replace 10% of carburetants with biofuels by 2020.

Current gasoline deposits incorporate ETBE (máx.5%) and can use mixes with max. 10% ethanol, while new flexible 
fuel vehicles permit max. 85% bioethanol; all diesel vehicles made in the last decade can use 100% biodiesel.



Biomass can be employed as a clean form of energy mainly through the three conversion 
processes:

1. Transformation to bio-fuels (bio-ethanol and bio-diesel) that are directly burnt in the ICE.
Spain is the leader in bio-ethanol production in Europe, while Germany and France are the biggest producers of 
bio-diesel. Biomass to generate bio-fuels will receive a better response with the massive implantation of short-
rotation crops of lignocellulosic varieties, with low inputs and high productivity, which do not compete with food 
since they can be implanted in any land (including forests). Moreover their own lignin can be used as fuel in the 
cellulose transformation process, thus eliminating the use of fossil fuels; to achieve this, however, it will be 
necessary to optimize and reduce the cost of the cellulose-to-bio-ethanol process. 

2. Transformation to bio-methanol through syngas (CO+H2) produced in biomass gasification
Liquid bio-methanol is stored in vehicles provided with a reformer in which the fuel reacts with water to produce 
H2 that is fed to the FC engine. The bio-methanol option has the advantage of not requiring the storage of H2, 
would allow the use of the existing liquid fuel distribution network, and largely increases energetic efficiency 
compared with bio-fuels. Thus, an ideal autothermal process would produce hydrogen with a 104% of the energy 
existing in the reacted methanol; a deposit with 33 kg of methanol and 14 kg of water (54 L) is sufficient to 
produce 5 kg of H2 (reformer efficiency: 87%) which is enough to drive the FC car 400 km.

3. Direct transformation of biomass to H2

This option is employed in centralized reforming systems or in H2-electricity cogeneration systems (i.e. IGCC). 
The gasification or reforming process produces a mixture of H2 and COx ; the CO is further reacted with water to 
produce CO2 and more H2 (water gas shift reaction). The use of hydrogen as fuel is slightly more efficient if the 
storage cost is not included, and would allow the combination of the large reforming plants with CCS systems, 
which would lead to negative net CO2 emissions (or the removal of a part of CO2 from the atmosphere).



164 g/km
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sugar cane
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Reference price of bioethanol for ETBE could be estimated in a 
similar amount than methanol for MTBE (0,12 €/l), plus hydrocarbon 
taxes (0,371 €/l for unleaded gasoline), i.e. about 0,49 € /l.

To produce 1 l. alcohol1 l. alcohol we require about 3 kg of cereal or 10 kg
of beetroot, at guarantee prices of 0,12 and 0,02 €/kg, respectively.

Variable costs are established in 0,102 €/l and depreciation of the 
installation capacity in 1,8 M€/yr (for a distillery of 40 Ml/yr). 

Total costs:
Ct = Rm(kg/l)·PRm(€/kg) + 0,102 (€/l) + 1,8 M€/yr/(40 Ml/yr)

Ct (cereal) = 0,507
Ct (beetroot) = 0,347 < Pref



E.g.  five indicators based in exergy ratios

the reuse:  input of used materials / totalinput of used materials / total
virgin resources  (0)   residual materials  (1)

recoverability of product after its 1st use: 
usable fraction / total content of productusable fraction / total content of product

Industrial ecology concerns on reuse of the 
materials:
- fuels for energy that ends in emissions (0)   
- products designed for recycling (DFR)

or disassembly (DFD), durable goods    (1)

the efficiency on products:
resource inputs / useful outputsresource inputs / useful outputs (0 - 1)

renewablity of virgin resources:
consumption / production of ecosystemconsumption / production of ecosystem

fossil fuels or mineral ores                      (0)
consumption rate = ecosystem               (1)

the toxicity of emissions:
deterioration rate / emission ratedeterioration rate / emission rate

waste factors                                     (0 - 1)
0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1

Petrochemical Oleochemical

Scores of  petrochemical  and 
oleochemical alcohols on the 
five sustainability indicators

reuse
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LCA: gasoil vs biodiesel
Raw material:   hempseed (Cannabis sativa L.)      Productivity potential: 12 tbiomass, 2 tseeds and 0,7 toil /ha 
(with agricultural advantages for soils, adaptability of cultures, low watering and pesticide requirements)

Functional unit:  impacts of fuel consumption of one MW truck (payload 18 t) in an urban route of 50 km, which 
represents 44,8 l of gasoil or 47,0 l of biodiesel (byproducts: 5,3 kg glycerin, 95 kg proteins and 600 kg of grass)

LC stages:
Cultivation and production of seed: has the main effect in the impact categories of eutrophication (EuPEuP), 
consumption (energyenergy) and depletion of non renewable resources (NR MatNR Mat), but its capability to fix CO2 has 
a positive effect on the global warming potential balance of the system (GWPGWP: -2,3 kgCO2,eq.); use of synthetic 
fertilizers cause emissions of 1 kgSO2, eq and 3,5 kgPO4,eq /ha. 
Extraction and fabrication of biodiesel: is responsible of contribution to ozone depletion potential (ODPODP)
Use of fuel in in the vehicle: shows the major impacts (GWPGWP, acidification APAP and photochemicals POCPPOCP)

Improvements:
Integral benefit of biomass (with a redistribution of the environmental loads according to byproduct values)
Use of organic residues like fertilizers  (to reduce EuP, AP and waste management from farming activities)
Improve productivity of cultures, agro-ecological practices, and consumption distances of less than 50 km
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2nd generation bio-fuels

They are fuels which are produced from lignocellulosic crops by wet or thermal processes, 
including ethanol via hydrolisis, syn-diesel, methanol, eters and bio-hydrogen for transport





Biofuel
pathways





Aviation transport

It´s by far the less ecological transport mean (e.g. two transoceanic travelers only contribute 
more to global warming than one average car during a year), though airlines represent a 3% 
of greenhouse emissions nowadays 

But jetjet--fuelfuel demand (kerosene) is expected to continue rising; presently, there is no substitute for 
this fuel and with world-wide passenger increase of 135% the outlook is for robust growth
New aircraftaircraft are 20% more efficient than the average for the existing stock; increasing size of planes, 
better occupancy rates and improved jet turbine technology will continue to cut the energy input per 
passenger-km; but overall intensity gains vs GDP will, however, be lower than for any other sectors 
(GHGs are expected to duplicate by 2030, and they are more damaging at high altitudes)
Jet motors used in large aircrafts contribute also with significant emissions of NOx, particulates and 
noise

Because such increases would ruin one quarter of foreseen 8% reduction of GHGs (P.Kyoto), 
the EU studies to include the international air transport in carbon tax and trading schemescarbon tax and trading schemes, 
which would lead to a moderate increase of the tickets costs (about 9 € per course)

Difficulties to reduce own impacts lead companies to calculate their flight emissions and invest 
in other sustainable projectssustainable projects worldwide like `future forests´ or `atmosfair´, intending to avoid the 
environmental taxes on flights

Other activities to limit emissions should include the air traffic management and elimination 
of legal obstacles to impose jet-fuels; transportation systems -road, rail, aviation and ships-
would be also improved by better integration (inter-connection)

http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/climat/aviation_en.htm

http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/climat/aviation_en.htm


Voluntary CO2 compensations

Customers can calculate their flights´ carbon dioxide emissions and neutralize them investing in projects for renewable 
energy; the company in charge of administering payment transactions is CarbonNeutral Company.

1Number of people flying:

Denmark
Spain

Direct Flight
One Way

Country you are flying to:Country you are flying from:

Kobenhavn (Copenhagen)
Madrid

Kastrup Barajas
Airport you are fliying to:Airport you are flying from:

City you are flying toCity you are flying from

http://www.carbonneutral.com/cncalculators/flightcalculatorSAS.asp

Your flight will cover 2060 Km

and produce  0.3 tonnes of CO2

cost - € 4.14

The amount paid by passengers is invested in projects outside Europe, where CO2 reductions are 
less expensive; it is of no consecuence for the CO2 emissions where the reduction takes place.

http://www.carbonneutral.com/cncalculators/flightcalculatorSAS.asp
http://www.carbonneutral.com/cncalculators/flightcalculatorSAS.asp


ENFICA-FC  "Environmentally Friendly Inter City Aircraft powered by Fuel Cells"

The main objective of the ENFICA-FC project is to develop and validate 
the use of a fuel cell based power system for propulsion of more/all 
electric aircrafts:

Hydrogen and fuel cell power technologies have now reached the point where 
they can exploited to initiate a new era of propulsion systems for light aircraft and 
small commuter aircraft. In addition, these technologies can also be developed for 
the future replacement of on-board electrical systems in larger ‘more-electric’ or ‘all-
electric’ aircraft. 

The primary advantages of deploying these technologies are low noise and 
low emissions – features which are particularly important for commuter airplanes 
that usually takeoff and land from urban areas. 

http://www.enfica-fc.polito.it/en
http://www.enfica-fc.polito.it/en


Zephyr Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

the ultra-light aircraft is solar-electric powered, autonomous and is designed to fly at altitudes in excess of 
50,000 feet, above normal commercial air-lanes and most weather; the combination of solar panels on the 
upper wing surface and rechargeable batteries allows Zephyr to be flown for durations of many weeks and 
even months 

http://www.qinetiq.com/home/newsroom/news_releases_homepage/2007/3rd_quarter/qinetiq_s_zephyr_uav.html


Sustainable mobility
Sustainable mobility plansSustainable mobility plans constitute an adequate system approach in the cities, where it´s 
consumed 40% of the energy demand and one main contributor is the private transport 
with a very low efficiency and other impacts like casualties and reduction of public spaces

This is enhanced by a territory model of dispersion of population and economic activity, caused by 
house prices and lifestyles, without adequate infrastructure to approach sustainability like collective collective 
transport, transport, intermodalityintermodality, the use of `shared vehicles´, dissuasive `, the use of `shared vehicles´, dissuasive `parkingsparkings´, restrictions of `traffic´, ´, restrictions of `traffic´, 
public information, translate costs to infrastructure users, dripublic information, translate costs to infrastructure users, driving behavior, cycling and walkingving behavior, cycling and walking, etc

Evolution estimates for world population and vehicle parkEvolution estimates for world population and vehicle park



Don´t be fuelish !

Driving behavior affects performance in transport concerning safety, environment and economies. 
Good practices have demonstrated a potential decrease in fuel consumption of about 20%, with the 
corresponding reductions in GHGs, other noxious emissions and savings of 250€ each 20000 km

e.g. long motor developments, gearshift to 1500 rpm in diesel or 2000 rpm in the gasoline vehicles, 
don´t misuse accelerator, 1st gear for start the movement of the wheels only, reduction of noise, etc

Emission index of private cars in g /100 km

( the minimum is reached at about 80 km/h,
and increases exponentially after this point)

One delivering company which operates in the same city for severOne delivering company which operates in the same city for several years has experienced growing the location al years has experienced growing the location 
and modifying its number of vehicles, trip distances and exhaustand modifying its number of vehicles, trip distances and exhaust emissions controls as indicated in the table. emissions controls as indicated in the table. 
Calculate the absolute and relative emissions of Calculate the absolute and relative emissions of VOCsVOCs during this frame of time.during this frame of time.

600,0
526,5
120,0

Total (KgVOC /yr)

1,4
2,6
4,3
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20000
25000
30000

100
150
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Total urban emissions 
(TgVOC/yr)

Emissions (gVOC/km)Run-trips (km/yr)vehiclesYears



Some trends like working or daily life patterns are compensated by the growing of leisure mobility or 
methods of production based in just-in-time delivery of components.

Promoting rail and waterway for medium distance transports is a key target vs road or air congestion, 
by better integration and debottlenecking of transeuropean networks.

The UE transport policy for 2010 (http://europa.eu/scadplus/leg/es/s13000.htm) 

Daily time average spent in motorized transport means Daily time average spent in motorized transport means vsvs traffic volumetraffic volume

NAM:NAM: CANADA, USACANADA, USA
PAO:PAO: AUSTRALIA, JAPON, N. ZELANDAUSTRALIA, JAPON, N. ZELAND
WEU:WEU: EUROPA OCCIDENTALEUROPA OCCIDENTAL
FSU:FSU: RUSIA, UCRANIARUSIA, UCRANIA
EEU:EEU: EUROPA DEL ESTEEUROPA DEL ESTE
LAM:LAM: LATINOAMÉRICALATINOAMÉRICA
MEA:MEA: ORIENTE MEDIOORIENTE MEDIO
AFR:AFR: AFRICA SUBAFRICA SUB--SAHARIANASAHARIANA
CPA:CPA: CHINA, MONGOLIA, VIETNANCHINA, MONGOLIA, VIETNAN
SAS:SAS: INDIA, PAQUISTAN..INDIA, PAQUISTAN..
PAS:PAS: OTROS ASIA, PACÍFICOOTROS ASIA, PACÍFICO

http://europa.eu/scadplus/leg/es/s13000.htm


Daily time average for mobility  in 36 cities and 20 national suDaily time average for mobility  in 36 cities and 20 national surveysrveys

1.1 h/1.1 h/dayday



One evidence is that none single-dimension parameter (as the GDP sum)
is an adequate measure of the social welfare
There are other like the sustainable economical welfare index (IBES)
that is based in production and use, 
by adjusting the sustainability of this consumption,by adjusting the sustainability of this consumption,
the negative impacts on the natural capital,the negative impacts on the natural capital,
the distribution along income groupsthe distribution along income groups
and other reasonable settings;and other reasonable settings;

though not a perfect measure of welfare yet       though not a perfect measure of welfare yet       (the end)
and assuming still correlated with consumption  and assuming still correlated with consumption  (the way)

Needs
 (or true desires)

Wants
(or with we resign)

pride a luxury car

serenity drugs

health medicaments

human joy GDP

permanent
prosperity

unsustainable
growth



The future of automotive technological systems ?
Includes the lower level of mechanical and manufacturing subsystems (technologically rich); and vehicle´s use, with 
its technical (improvements engines and exhaust controls) and cultural dimensions (where the failures are evident, by 
the continuous growing of the automotive park, the traveled distances, the speed limits and high energy consumption).

One simple overview shows which attention is being paid in the wrong subsystem, and that technical solutions are not enough, as the 
most significant effects are in the higher system level: the physical framework required for the use of vehicles and the social structures; 
the former implicate big impacts due to the building of transport routes and refineries; on the other hand, a fundamental final consequence 
is the geographical dispersion of population, as the use of private transport favors diffuse densities which are unsustainable

All this indicates the importance of the importance of system approachessystem approaches, as well as their components, to appreciate the whole factors associated with 
environment, though even we have improved vehicle efficiencies, we even we have improved vehicle efficiencies, we havenhaven´́tt reached yet a control over the systems which link the reached yet a control over the systems which link the 
technology, society and environmenttechnology, society and environment.

Mass flows for the automotive technological system
in USA (1998)
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